
Learn more about the Events 
and Challenges in the game

Give me back 
my jelly!

No, I want 
to win!



Where can I get my events?
King wants you to know how important it is for you get the best gaming experience!  So here is what they have to say about the 
events ……..

“To achieve this, we often need to test new features and consider possible changes to the games.  In fact, the Event feature is a 
delicate testing phase which is available to randomly selected players only. To ensure the functionality of the feature is stable 
before we roll it out to everyone, a group of players is chosen to trial the new in-game concepts, design and implementation. Based 
on their reaction, we decide whether the change is what we want to adopt or not.

The reason why only a limited percentage of players is entertained by these special and amazing events is that we want to reduce
any negative impact on our targets, should there be a fault or bug in the games.  This is a very relevant part of the release process 
which is not intended to alienate you or any player.  It’s important to stay positive in these circumstances… We only want to offer 
you the best gaming experience!

Sometimes it’s also possible that you are unable to play these because you don’t have the latest version of the app or a stable 
Internet connection, or simply you’re not connected to the Kingdom or Facebook. You can also try opening the game, logging out 
of the Kingdom or Facebook, closing the game, then finally re-opening and connecting again. Some of these tricks may work for 
you.  If they don’t, it’s just a matter of time. You may not be amongst the selected group at the moment but soon you’ll be the 
lucky one to enjoy the new challenges as well as your friends!

Read the entire article here: 
https://community.king.com/en/candy-crush-saga/discussion/246202/where-can-i-get-my-events#latest

https://community.king.com/en/candy-crush-saga/discussion/246202/where-can-i-get-my-events#latest


The Daily Bonus is cool! To get the reward you must play the game every day.  Click on the 
“water” button and she will release a free booster each day that you come back.  The first 
day though, she will not give you anything which is kind of unfair but for days 2 – 7 you will 
get a free reward.



This was just added to the game recently, My 
Mastery Rank. You have to clear the levels and when 
you do, you get points added to your ranking.  There 
are 6 different ways to rank up:  

1. Cupcake Crasher!
2. Swirl Scientist!
3. Jelly Juggler!
4. Puffler Pro!
5. Monkling Master!
6. Black Candy Buff!

Unfortunately, I cannot tell you much more about 
this because, as you can see from my Badge 
Collection I’m not that far along yet.  I assume 
that once you complete one of them then 
perhaps you rank up to the next number, but 
since I’m not there yet I really can’t confirm this.  
Here is an example of the Cupcake Crasher 
midway through and next to it you can see it 
completed.



The Star Chase Event requires you to collect stars.  Your prize will be one of any booster for 7 
stars collected at the first time of this event. Please take note that only new stars collected on a 
level will be counted. After collecting all stars, they will continue to collect 7 stars and still 
collecting (There are some cases that the player needs to collect 10 stars). The reward is 
different in each stage. 



The Bananadrama Challenge - The Giant Wiggling has 
accidentally made the Monklings banana-split treasure her 
own!  In an attempt to feed the baby Wigglings, the Giant 
Wiggling has managed to stick the bananas to her arm and 
can't get them free. Now the Wigglings have clamped 
themselves down on the level numbers and need a tempting 
treat to get the levels open again.  This challenge requires you 
to clear a specific number of levels and when you reach the 
top you will be rewarded.



Allen the alien was introduced in Candy Crush Soda Saga. Now he’s back and he loves to collect balloons.  
You have to pass each level on the first try and when you do, he will reward you with a color bomb.  
Continue to win levels on the first try and the rewards will be increased.  If you lose a level at any time, 
then you will lose your collection and have to start all over again.

He will show up on the 
map as long as you 
continue completing each 
level on the first try.



The Boss Treasure Chase - the Jelly Queen, Cupcake Carl and Licorice Larry have left a few gifts for 
you on the map through the land of Candy Crush Jelly Saga! You must beat the boss to collect these 
rewards but beating the boss isn’t always that easy!  You have to reach them on time but each box 
has a timer on, so act fast before they disappear! When the boss treasures are available, you will 
see the parcels on your game map.



Oh dear Odus is sleeping!  If he doesn’t wake 
up he will miss his birthday party.  Let’s play 
the Birthday Bash Event! To wake Odus up in 
time for the party, you will need to make 
enough flowers bloom by collecting jelly 
which will help them grow. By collecting this 
jelly, you will win watering cans. These cans 
can be used to unlock each level on the 
Birthday Bash map.  You need to unlock, play 
and pass all the levels until you reach Odus 
and the party will begin! You will receive 
some rewards for your efforts. Remember 
that you must complete the levels within a 
specific time frame.



Save Misty  - Oh no! Misty has been trapped in frosting by Cupcake Carl! You will be given 5 levels to 
clear.  In order to advance to the next levels, you have to find a certain amount of special pufflers (one 
for second level, two for third level, three for fourth level and four for fifth level) in puffler levels and 
puffler boss levels. For each level that you pass, you will get specific rewards.  After completing all 5 
levels and saving Misty, you will get more rewards.



The Fishing with Friends Event requires you to collect fish by matching 4 candies in a 2 x 2 square and 
for each fish you create, a point will be added to your score. Keep collecting and meeting the targets 
you will be rewarded!  Be careful though, you'll need to complete the level without restarting for any 
fish you've created to count toward your overall totals. Once you've met your first target, get your 
first reward. If you continue you'll be put in a team with other players and you can win even bigger 
prizes! A leaderboard will show your team and the contributions you've made to the overall total, so 
teamwork makes the dream work!




